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What is Youth Shaped Scouting?
Youth Shaped Scouting isn't a new concept. Lord Baden Powelís aim was to create a
movement suited to and shaped by the young people involved. The idea of a Youth Shaped
movement is part of the fundamental values of Scouting, and has always been important.
Youth shaped scouting is all about you the leaders working with the young people of your
section to shape their scouting experience around what they want to do.
We are a movement, so we need to keep moving. It's vital to find out what young people
want from Scouting so we can continue to deliver an exciting and relevant programme.
This pack outlines how you can get involved, to promote and develop Youth Shaped
Scouting in your section.

BEYOND 2018
Locally and nationally, we are continuing to deliver Scouting for All, our 2014-18
strategic plan. The Scout Association is growing, becoming more youth shaped and
inclusive while making a positive impact in our communities.
But what does the future hold in store? What role does Scouting have to play?
Together, we are planning Scouting's future beyond 2018. Now is an opportunity to
think about ourpriorities and the work we wish to continue as well as identify any
new areas wherewe can make a real difference.
Most importantly, we need to answer three questions: how can we improve the lives and fu
tures of young people, increase our impact and better support our volunteers?
Young people should shape our next strategic plan, and so we're asking you to tell
us what your young people think to four simple questions.
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WHAT IS THE #YouShape PLEDGE?
Being Youth Shaped is all about young people and adults working in partnership together.
We think there is no better way to do this than to declaring it for everyone to see, by
creating a pledge that both leaders and young people can sign up to.
The pledge is broken down into five areas that join up to create the basis of a Youth Shaped
section. The areas are: LISTEN, ACT, PARTNER, EMPOWER and RECOGNISE.
By committing to the #YouShape pledge, your section will be awarded their bronze level
#YouShape certificate. The pledge will be signed on your first visit from the DYC team.
If your section continues to build on their partnerships to become even more Youth Shaped,
you can go on to earn the silver and gold levels, awarded by the Youth Commissioner.
SILVER LEVEL

GOLD LEVEL

LISTEN

Log Chews, Sixers' meetings
and/or Patrol Leaders' Council
are established and held on a
regular basis.

Forums for all young people are
established, to discuss bigger
topics and events.Young people
are represented at Section Leaders'
meetings, and/or Group Executive
Committee meetings.

ACT

'You said, we did' feedback
system established, to show
young people the outcome
of their choices.

'You said, we did' feedback given
on a regular basis.
Young people are able to think
of examples of ideas they had
being listened to and delivered on.

PARTNER

Programme and activity ideas
are taken to Log Chews, Sixer
meetings and Patrol Leaders'
Council for discussion.

All Programme and activity ideas
are discussed and treated with
respect. Leaders incorporate them
into the Programme where possible.
At least one session each term is
completely Youth Shaped.

EMPOWER

Sections take part in
Wear Their Necker.

Lodge friends, Sixers and Patrol
Leaders are established and
successful. Young Leaders are
a core part of the team.

Young people wear a #YouShape
badge on their uniform.

RECOGNISE

Some young people leave the
section with the Teamwork
Challenge Award and Team
Leader Challenge Award.
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Lodge friends, Sixers and Patrol
Leaders wear stripes on their uniform.
The majority of young people
leave the section with the Teamwork
Challenge Award and Team Leader
Challenge Award.
Youth Shaped ideas and news are
shared at Group and District levels.

Wear Their Necker
Wear Their Necker is a fun, exciting and empowering project to celebrate Youth Shaped
Scouting. The aim of the project is for groups to give their young people the opportunity to
take over adult volunteer roles. It puts young people into decision-making positions, and
encourages adults to hear their views.
WHAT DO THE YOUNG PEOPLE GET OUT OF IT?
§ A fun chance to be included in decision-making
§ Have their voices heard
§ Experience a leadership or volunteering role
§ Develop new skills
§ Share ideas about how to make Scouting better in their section
WHAT DO LEADERS GET OUT OF IT?
§ Gain a fresh perspective on your work within Scouting
§ Address existing challenges and perhaps find new solutions
§ Inspire your young people and offer them the chance to develop skills
§ Develop relationships with the local community
HOW CAN MY SECTION GET INVOLVED?

1.

Agree to take part. The young people, Group Scout Leader, Section Leaders, Section
Assistants and other helpers should all be on board, along with the adult volunteers
who are willing to share their role. These could be people within or outside the
Group.

2. Pick a role. Your young people should think about the role, section or activity they
would like to take over and lead. They could work together in teams to share a role, if
they have similar ideas. Leaders should make sure the young people understand the
different roles available, including District and County roles, if these adults have
agreed to participate.
3. Decide on your timescale. Will the takeover be for a week, a meeting or just one
activity? This may depend on the planned activities and the size of the sections, but,
with a little planning, it will be possible. An easy-to-use planning sheet can be found
at the back of this booklet.
4. Plan the experience. If your young people are really keen to have a particular
experience, make sure you know in advance if it will be possible. Preparing in a
dvance will mean that both adults and young people get the most out of it.
5.

After the experience, follow up some of the decisions they made to demonstrate
how their voices were listened to. Use Wear Their Necker as a chance to make the
group more Youth Shaped, as see if there any other challenges you could set.

If you need any help or assistance with this project then please email :
DYC@blackpoolscouts.org.uk or find us on Facebook.
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ACTIVITY INSPIRATIONS
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#YOUSHAPE PROGRAMME PLANNER
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#YOUSHAPE CHALLENGES
o Take a selfie with the Youth Commissioner and post it online
using #YouShape
o Order your #YouShape badges and wristbands and wear them
o Take a picture of your involvement in Wear Their Necker
o Make sure you follow the Youth Commissioner Team on Facebook
o Photograph the moment you sign the #YouShape pledge
o Share photos on social media of your #YouShape activities
o Use the #YouShape frame (at the back of this booklet) to take a
picture
CONTACT INFORMATION
If you have any questions or queries then please ask:
Email us - dyc@blackpoolscouts.org.uk
Find us on Facebook - /blackpooldycteam
Follow us on Twitter - @BlackpoolDYC
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Cut me Out!
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